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muscle

   My arm ripped openat the soft spot
in animation that dangles

from weakness,
right there, the forearm split with

veins and sutures
the threads holding my body

together
and inside, wings of  moths
     spill out like the silver thrush

of  wood songs, the ash
of  blood pumps

machines
standing

gathered around
    earthquakes and masonry.

Why can't we build temples
    anymore? Are we not strong enough?

Or am I asleep like a long
day,

like a dog howling
at the door

because
   behind it stands the iron facade

of  fury, stinking of  sick kitchens
and gutter work,

holding the keys.



moves

   in the cold some bottle of
flesh + guts always wants to

go home
waiting   when   why?       Because

impatient, the drips of  sky
  drool down off  of  flattened red hair

while denizens trot through caverns
of  that long discovered ago beauty

called transportation.
  The blinking container of  shivers of

little baby hops and tangled knots
of  the future

remembers
caress

with wet ease
  all the ways our limbs

fly apart: the train
the air plane

the chug chug chug along
the automobile

and feet   scampering
as invisible mice

in a maze that is
our lawns, our furniture, our domiciles

bright even when empty because that
thing rather be nowhere than here.



rare

Seven inches toward the
edge

I know the dance of
    metal angels and
  immigrant steel,
the music of  forgotten

   knives
circulating like tornadoes

     in a pristine chest of
air.

We can keep safe inside,
      sealed and preserved

    in plastic for the archeologists
to dig us up and 

    laugh.



pages

when did we go wrong
  and decide the best combinations and 

arrangements of  sound
or maybe it is the

   lines and curves and empty spaces of
thousands of  photographs & textbooks

of  instruction

   we forgot how to sing.

when did we go wrong
and swerve so far off  course during
the reshake and shamble of  national

collapse, the redrawn
bramble

of  weak fists and...

when did we forget
clarity and simplicity and replace it with

hallway tragedies
aerial orgasms
slow down blurs
stick bombs
poisoned fruit
  sunglasses

unnatural disaster.



west

Wise gentle woman believes
she told me one day

that if  an appropriately attuned set of
well working eyeballs placed themselves

topsy-turvy aloft the psycho
     desk and chair upside down

they might see
the sun rise and fall simultaneously 

(during lakes, the canvas of
our mountains)

   because wise people know geography
and...

out there in the warmth and crackle
of  a mixed-mind, little kids

clamor around the stones of  once-were
radio towers and skid

  like comets past the incoherent
garble and babble of  those

small towns where break brains,
copulation and incandescence,

breed tilled necks, I want to yawn
there,

I want to be whisked away
to where scholars sing about

lightening.

come to the many  conundrums of  specters; one cannot 
speak of  the specter without destroying it.  Only in a pre-
linguistic silence can the specter see (and here we shift the 
meaning of  a verb).

The specter's primary function (it cannot have a primary 
function) is to see.  Is the specter a ghost?  The “ghost,” like 
the mythological “Bermuda Triangle,” is a vestige of  spectral 
consciousness, though it isn't precisely spectral consciousness 
but a biological grappling with a consciousness that cannot 
be biologically understood.  The specter is fundamentally 
alien and the other, but it is also familiar, primal, instinctual, 
and therefore not fundamentally anything.  The prophet, or 
soothsayer, may also be consider a seer, and his or her 
connection to the specter can be understood in this way.  A 
true seer, oracle, prophet, etc., will have a tangential and 
surreal understanding of  spectral consciousness but will be 
unable to communicate that understanding (which, 
necessarily, is a mis-understanding) to entities biologically 
minded (all entities are biological, and all things minded are 
entities biologically so) because of  the failings of  language 
and the trappings of  biology.  Biology, it seems, created the 
trappings of  language to ensnare and enslave.  Language is 
biology's tool for colonization and imperialism.  The seers 
experience of  spectral consciousness is real, insofar as it can 
be anything, but as spectral consciousness is not real, 
conveying that experience accurately is impossible.  That said, 
accurate conveyance is a mistake of  biology; continual 
inaccuracy may eventually lead back to spectral 
consciousness.

But what does a specter see?  To explore this question, we will 
examine the occult-folk mythologies of  the undead, as, like 
spectral consciousness, ideas of  the “undead” involve a 
consciousness that can not be, both in that they are 
impossible and in that they are neither alive nor dead.

{ End Fragment }



pattern, always shifting and thus not a pattern, of  the leaves 
falling from the trees, is spectral consciousness; it can be 
understood, in a vulgar fashion, as an omen, as demons 
speaking to us.  The hawk dropping a dead snake (or might it 
be alive?) from its beak before the outbreak of  a great 
human battle is a spectral sign, often interpreted as a message 
from the gods.  Augury and other forms of  soothsaying that 
rely on the misinterpretation of  coincidental happenings in 
the “natural” world are in fact signs of  spectral 
consciousness, but we, the specter analysts, do not believe in 
divinity as the divine functions of  an agency, and as we are 
against biology, we are against agency.  

We seek a freedom from agency, and thus we seek true 
freedom.  This freedom, it should be known, is still a moral  
freedom.  Biological freedom (a contradiction in terms) hides 
behind various masks of  morality, both in secular and 
religious spheres.  Religion, like science, assumes humanity 
and thus creates its ethos and existential position accordingly. 
While we do not believe in the divine, we use religious 
methods of  inquiry just as we use scientific ones; truly, an 
authentic religion is not ethical but actually posits an 
existential position close to the transgressive and pre-
enlightened state of  spectral consciousness.  Where religion 
fails is in its allegiance to the organism, to the body as vessel 
for the soul as if  a soul could ever have a vessel.  To work 
against the body, the material of  existence, is commendable, 
but to even see it as part of  the equation is, for us, 
inaccurate.  The idea of  a soul hints at spectral consciousness 
but misses the point; there cannot be a soul if  there are 
bodies (and biology), and so a true religion must deny the 
very existence of  material and the body.  That said, the idea 
of  a soul is still dependent on biology, as it requires an 
intelligent agent to dream it up.  There is no soul because 
soul is a word, and anything that can be a word cannot exist, 
because a word can only come from a biological entity, and 
biological entities are false.  In reality, they are not false as 
they are  not at all, but how else are we to say it?  Thus we 

smile

It's only a psychological reaction
I assure you,

   a pulsating of  neurons, a semantic
discharge in silence.

relatives

When I move one way my brother
becomes dead

and when I move the other way
my sister drops out

accidentally
by no womb, siblings in absentia.

When I stand still I can see my
father's legs tattooed

with the map of  my conception
but

if  I bend down to peak at his
face

I just see my mother watching
re-runs of  American Gladiators

because really
she's thinking about gardens

and sneezing.



next big adventure

In the year of  the fall

Somewhere in a snowy house in a hot house
down the stairs

to be a tourist again among your
gadgets and objects

up the stairs and the balcony and
his fingers are made of  paper his
eyes are glue so wave and wax to

kiss the ocean and swim
in sand someone will hear us
inside the orchestra net of  feathers.

In the year of  the fall
     blue

our math equations
around the corner in a quiet fire
our throats are coated with 
      those paper fingers

child.
We made your celluloid nocturnes out of  tossed

thoughts.
What no more?

Again on a black stage together we will
fuck
      the world.

Ecosystems can function as obvious spectral 
consciousnesses, though we aim to avoid so-called “nature 
worship.”  An ecosystem is not an intelligent agent; both 
intelligence and agency are functions of  the biological.  An 
animal or plant can be intelligent insofar as it is an organized 
living system and both can be said to have agency, though the 
extent of  that agency is debatable.  The growth of  a tree to 
find light and thus photosynthesize is the action of  an 
intelligent agent, but as we are against biology, we do not 
believe that, in actuality (that is, in ethical and aesthetic truth), 
the tree is a biological creature and has agency.  Similarly, the 
elephant, the ant, the entire ant colony, a human being, a fish, 
a mushroom, a weed, or a dolphin all have no biology and are 
inherently bodiless; it is only the logic of  the organism that 
subsumes its organizational schema onto these mundane, that 
is to say inanimate and unintelligent, objects.  That said, the 
tree, as well as the human, the elephant, the fungus, etc., do 
have consciousness, insofar as consciousness is a thing that 
something can have.  But, strictly speaking, spectral 
consciousness is not an attribute, though biological 
consciousness is, and so nothing has spectral consciousness 
just as nothing, specterally, is.

The ocean is a particularly good example of  a spectral 
consciousness as chaotic patterns are easily observed and 
ignored.  The ignorance of  pattern is one of  the primary 
modes of  specter analysis; specter analysis is against patterns. 
The ocean thus creates anomalous events characterized most 
readily by mythological triangles and monsters.  Spectral 
consciousness is always the consciousness of  the unknown. 
Because of  this, the moment it becomes known, the 
consciousness becomes colonized by conventional, that is to 
say biological, scientific thinking.  

The language (which is actually not a language) of  
“unrelated” natural events may be another example of  
spectral consciousness; the wind whistling through the 
branches of  the trees combined with the  the particular 
arrangement of  those branches as well as the



scientific as it must be fundamentally contradictory and 
without fundamentals; we thus call our method the Obliviotic  
Method.

Before we examine the spectral consciousness of  the human 
being (who we will see thus ceases to be a human being), we 
will turn to other examples of  spectral consciousness with 
hopes of  elucidating what exactly spectral consciousness is. 
Of  course, properly speaking, spectral consciousness never is 
though it cannot be said to not be either.  This absence of  
being and absence of  the negation of  being is one of  the 
primary characteristics of  the specter.  Being is contingent on 
organization, the logic of  organism.  Being is always 
biological.  When talking of  inanimate objects (and all 
objects are inanimate) such as, say, a rock, we may use the to  
be verb, but this is an example of  the imperialistic and occult 
attribution of  agency, an organizational (organistic and 
biological) agency as all agencies are, to structures (another 
problematic word) that have no agency.  “The rock is gray,” is 
not a scientific sentence, nor is it one with any spectral 
validity.  This linguistic act monopolizes the rock's fragile 
consciousness (though a rock isn't quite a spectral 
consciousness, though in some sense everything is and 
nothing is quite), objectifies it, which is biologically necessary 
to understand the rock in organistic terms, but a mistake if  
trying to actually know the spectral consciousness, if  not of  
the rock, of  the surrounding area, if  such exists (which it 
does not, as existence is a form of  being).  

Language, then, is one of  the main roadblocks to specter 
analysis, but as analysis is only a linguistic function, specter 
analysis must subvert itself  linguistically, whether it be 
through contradiction, nonsense, jargon, or glossolalia. 
These are all still fundamentally linguistic devices, but a 
hermeneutic can develop in which linguistic discoveries (and 
most biological discoveries, that is, discoveries made by self-
conscious biological entities, are linguistic) continually 
subvert one another until a pre-linguistic state of  
consciousness is reached, though this may be impossible (in 
fact, it must be impossible for it to work).

the world

When I was
       that thing in year of
little light

laugh calamity I think this
could be a beautiful place but

   quiet
no more rush and vroom
no more luscious
no more
no more quaking towers and under

green grass violet trees
    serrated stars cut

that bloody stitch
quiet

most of  the world hasn't seen your face
most of  the world is an ant colony
most of  the world is underwater

from space who cares
most of  the world isn't afraid
most of  the time

hunger...    ...yawn
   just stop thinking

oh wait
no problem

it's done
KA-BOOM



boring christ

I tied a string around the neck of  a rich man
and dragged him to a whore house where
I then kissed the whore and told her to
whip him until he bleeds,

whip him until he begs to be a faggot,
whip him until he sells you his son

and tell him,
   I will rape your son until he

dies.
And whip him until he does not care.
Whip him until he lets you live in his

mansion.
And then drop him bloody into the river.

that is other and cognitive, though it may not be able to think 
in the strictest sense of  the word.  We arrive at an ethical 
dilemma here; biology is the enslavement of  spectral 
consciousness and insofar as human consciousness can be 
spectral (as we shall see), biology and the logic of  the 
organism (or the organism of  logic) is an enslavement of  
ourselves.  Freedom is not biological.  Biology is against 
freedom.  We are against biology.

This is not to say we are against science.  Specter analysis is 
scientific insofar as it seeks to objectively systematize a 
system-less consciousness.  Systematization, one of  the many 
logics of  organism, is similarly an enslavement; thus, in order 
to study spectral consciousness one much attempt to create a 
method of  investigation that constantly un-systematizes as it 
systematizes.  The scientific method becomes a useful tool, 
though we reemphasize the mistake rather than the 
consistency.  All theories must be disprovable for them to be 
valid and so, pataphysically, we seek to only use disproved 
theories in order to create a system that cannot maintain 
itself.  By doing so, we can create a close approximation of  a 
spectral consciousness; we may even be able to create a 
spectral consciousness completely, though by the very nature 
of  spectral consciousness, to do so purposely would be to 
destroy it simultaneously, as intent works as a logical vestige of  
the organism.  

Our augmented scientific method focuses thus on the 
accidental, the anomalous, and the mismeasured.  We throw 
away data sets that confirm our intuition, theories, intentions, 
and assumptions and focus only on the data that does not 
seem to fit, that does not work, that may have, in fact, been 
created through error or shoddy experimentation.  As 
purposely trying to error is not actually an error, we attempt 
to foster an environment of  sloppiness and disorganization 
while simultaneously (and paradoxically) retaining a rigorous 
scientific model for our craft, holding ourselves to high 
standards while subverting our own intentions by intending 
the opposite.  The scientific method as it is employed by 
those studying spectral consciousness is not properly 



Against Biology
or

Specter Analysis
{ a fragment }

What would it be to have no biology?  As biology is the 
study of  life and living organisms, to have no personal 
biology would be to have no life and to cease to be an 
organism.  Organism is the scientific ideology of  living 
material organization; a biological entity must have an 
organization to be an organism and thus one with no biology 
has no organization, whether it be vertical, horizontal or 
trigonometric.  The analysis of  that absence of  organization 
may be called specter analysis, which can consist of  the 
exploration of  bodiless consciousnesses.  Hierarchical 
consciousness epitomized by biological organizations 
structured around the organ of  the brain are always 
biological consciousnesses, but to be against biology, as we 
ethically and aesthetically are as it represents an ideological 
falsehood, is not to be against consciousness in all forms, 
simply hierarchical consciousness or the consciousness of  
the empire.  Spectral consciousness, disorganized and 
anarchic, can be characterized as the a posteriori 
systematization of  that which is fundamentally a-systematic; 
it is thus a consciousness and a non-system that falls apart in 
our hands, a self  defeating consciousness, a consciousness 
that is not conscious.

The impossible nature of  spectral consciousness makes 
analysis difficult.  The rationality of  organism ceases to 
function under the lawless a-biological entity.  It should be 
made clear, though, that spectral consciousness is not dead, 
precisely, but not alive either.  For something to be dead it 
must have once been alive; a rock is not dead for it was never 
living, and the ocean, despite having a rich ecosystem of  
living organisms, is not itself  properly a living ocean.  The 
ocean is not dead, though, in a biological sense, and in fact 
has no biology just as the songs of  a thousand birds have no 
biology or the composition of  a photograph has no biology. 
Some may debate this, but to subsume a biological system on 
anarchic organizations is to imperialize a consciousness 

vibrations

I think doctors would agree
the roads ain't designed for our bones

and certain frequencies of  sound hover
epilepsy, the shakes, tiny quakes

through and into our circulatory system,
our so-called evolved arrangement of

muscles and tension.

Your beautiful face slowly shrugs
pulled down by the spinning and 
the shaking of  the globe,

so you might as well smile, boy
'cause we're workin new cracks

into our skin.
I think scientists would agree

the stress of  contemporary living
causes physical changes in the 
blood flow,

the quadrants of  the sun
  and the day-to-day functioning of
certain internal organs

such as the liver
the stomach

the spleen
and your brain.



balls

Artists take themselves too seriously
but so do anthropologists

why don't they all just
gather the open sounds of  the alphabet,

the scum sounds, the market air
sounds, the sound of  moaning dermis 

and thumping walls
and relax a bit in that

hairy tropic down hard home,
clothed in nooses and

cocks
and

teeth
    around

  distracted cuticles
tickles

playthings
    why don't they just suck

some evolutionary glands
and stop ruining our

erotic baths
and shopping experiences

and billboards that remind us
of  fucking.

Kiss it.

Jorge Luis Borges (False Biography 4)

Before the Big Bang, everything was compressed into one tiny 
spot.  What if  it still is?  When I see you looking at your watch 
with such intensity I know you couldn't possibly be that 
befuddled by the time of  day, you must be staring into the 
entirety of  existence.  People who collect rare coins might be 
doing the same thing, or people who study architecture, or 
someone reading a book.  What bothers me is the thought that 
all spots, all objects, still contain the whole of  the universe. 
That's too many universes for the universe to hold and I fear it 
may explode.  Every day I lay in bed and tremble with fearful 
anticipation: a multitude of  big bangs spreading out from every 
spot in the universe, spawning innumerably more spots where 
innumerably more universes will sit, compressed, waiting to be 
contemplated, waiting to explode.



Jules Verne (False Biography 3)

When I was a kid I wanted to travel to imaginary places not 
because they were imaginary but because they weren't.  Given 
maps, I build a paper city only to watch it collapse.  The collapse 
is the best part, but for the people inside the maps, their whole 
world has just been destroyed.  They plea to me but they speak in 
a sophisticated jargon that sounds exactly like the clicking of  
insects.  I click back and pretend it means something.  We've all 
just gone on an adventure and we have all survived.  This 
imaginary land was for no one else but me.  Even its inhabitants 
have to die.

woven

Shhh
I hear the moonlight wrinkle

when streams the wet kind
--not that bullshit conspiracy yarn

where our eternal minds become one
with the ghost of  god, Richard

and
pyramids--

  carve carefully to snatch
  up some seeds no

--not that crass squirt
you candy around all over

television brilliant whore--
to twist around the veins
   of  the elephant

and the cicada 
and the tusks of  sunlight

      stabbed into the graveyards.
--ha!  Get over yourself.

Your room is not.  It is not.  It--
  somewhere deep above
roots and thorns wrap around 
my arms so that I can see

the earth split open
and needles shutter out.
--The End--



cavern

If  you care or concern yourself
with politics

  then you will have heard the story

of  a knot of  wrist watches tangled
between an underneath bone

structure simple designed
by nature

    where our good senator friend
found his honorable mention nestled
around the devil horns and lost
kidnapped ink pens

recycled from
    your good intentions look like bats
because

they might reach the ceiling
they hold tight above our

halos    so....

If  you've heard the rumor of  the honest
man you've seen his home of

  wet hair    and if you   crawl
inside

it's cold
and dark.

Gertrude Stein (False Biography 2)

I've been thinking about you a lot lately but not because I know 
you or could even imagine.  When I think about you I simply 
think about a series of  words that would describe you perfectly, 
but I don't know what those words are and wonder if  they have 
even been invented yet.  Certainly they have been but I know 
that the sentence that describes you so perfectly if  read would be 
mistaken for the real thing (a transformative sentence using 
magic needlessly to conjure you up woops accidentally) and 
would necessarily be composed of  words in the wrong order or 
in no order at all.  Again I know you are my friend but again 
whenever you take me to a place full of  things that are supposed 
to be familiar I forget what all of  those things are.



Franz Kafka (False Biography 1)

We try to name something unnameable, namely, your infinite regress 
into a joy so horrible it transforms the world, lovely and idiotic, into 
an infernal mistake, the next level of  hell, banality, which finds 
perfect solace staring into the last comedy before slumber, the one 
you dreamed about the night before.  What I mean by that is this: I 
cannot see any of  the objects you hold in your hands because when 
you hold them they become something else, something blinding. 
And when you describe them to me, you sing in the most beautiful 
voice, but I know you are only speaking in tongues, and when 
translated, we will have all of  the gasps humanity has ever quivered, 
wilted down into death.  Death sounds like a laugh, not a scream, 
but the two are easily confused.

waiting

Work, there are infinite kinds
of  drudgery and one

    kind of  hope
but hope isn't real

like God and mind
and love
   because...

the killing time,
matter is a pace

so in between, stand up (directions
to self)

the invention of  the human soul
and animal consciousness,

the nests of  finches and wasps,
the castles and catacombs of

fire ants,
the busy charade of  ecosystems...

when there is nothing to do I
stare at you,

starlet,
and wonder why your crook'd back,

your drunk gaze, your diving
riptide,

the bends, why
doesn't it get me anywhere?



clocks

the
time it takes to crawl

      inside the suitcase knock-about
  we pause for rich child

--you can be more direct stop stop stop
with the cryptic crap--

I am always late for work even when
I'm early.

  She steps sideways and screams her
medical conditions to the dog by the side
of  the window.
  He learns hard to study about bicycles &
finance so that one day daddy

your business will be fine.
  They chew hairballs about the military
and play pong on portable brains.

She's a diseased one and he is fat.
--Be kind--

   I could measure the earth in stranger
coughs and slang tilts.

We forgot the sun today so....
   How else are we to measure time?

The clocks don't matter.
Stop paying me.

    I'm your slave.

April 20  
(Hitler's Birthday.  The Columbine High School Massacre.  My mother's birthday.)

1
We weasels carved Caravaggio into your skin 
With pharmaceuticals; we skinned the celestial 
Alive.  Celestial palaces with Roman stones 
Lean eastward.  The stone's alive, quakes in reverence. 
We stones lean, with celestial reverence, skinned alive.

2
So, her heart, a syringe on a looking glass
Crushed to bits of  glacial teeth, squeezes 
The blood through the factory walls.  Alas, 
She does not notice, distracted by wheezes 
From a wilted statue singing through machines. 

On his chest, the virgin marble of  youth saunters, 
In black and white his flimsy frame beams.
But behind, the window reflects waters
Swelling in eyes of  the photographer's gleam.
A baby rustles and breathes through a machine.

3
Okay Klee, point your beak upward toward the sea.
Remember our friend Ralph, his father brushed leaves
for the Winchester woman.  And now the boy draws 
Pictures of  pears and documents the forgotten history
of  San Jose.  And you there, Misrach, smile at cows
Burning.  Our salt cities are buried under a lake of  birds.
Our Playboy beauty has bullets through her face. Okay,
But remember Klee, pull the strings, move the gears, 
And pray.



Schizophrenology 2

I may mind maybe mind the mind mind oh maybe
I can't wait for someone to up ate my fails.
I got forked in tongues maybe light or linger.
To stale so backward wait we cry we wail.

So desperate or despirit we come here for why now?
Can come here come maybe so here is we are.
Here down up in slender fight little or never.
We come here in person to bleed on our sails.

Come coma come coma come come coma come coma
And take this okay now take this and oh wait now.
We'll be back so come near so come here
It waits now.

minutes

The despot and slave-holder
chops off  one hair every time he

breathes and holds his breath
when idiots caress his back.

The mathematician waits in silence
for his spine to heal, aided

by the dark glow of  the Northern Lights
and the tick-tock of  the flame.

The accountant, lost inside the grocery store
banks his fortune on the predictable

tides and camps outside
to see the flocks of  geese languor.



excrete

I stared long for maybe eight days
shortly after Chinese New Year,

I know because of  the crackles outside
and pink paint on the sidewalk,

listen...
we're terrified of  the drip drip,

the leaky faucet rusts and
decomposes to reveal,

underneath that stainless steel
store bought silver exterior,

a reef  of  brown bones and yellow veins,
diseased with puss from years

of  disrepair,
who cares?

   Saddened, I lift my tongue, now
forked from self  surgeries

(I took kitchen scissors and whiskey and
though dull and still stupid sober, carefully
cut into the pink dumb flesh of  that
wobbly wet urchin, the mouth snake,
the dick of  my teeth)

and glide it along the 
sinewy corrosion, the sick snot of

aged plumbing     and remember
the image of  clogged drains, matted hair,

chemicals joyously ripping lint apart.

don't be afraid

.after life
blackout,

somemany me slid too close to the margins (where
the edge meets fingertips)

and in the small tectonics because your scent
is too far removed.

so begin
(at broken point must)

“just for one moment could you please”
caress the finer joints gnawed to the nerve

and hawk skinny eyelids (pulverized muscles
all to weak to get up in the morning).

we start?
the same sunlight every day

“quiet incoherent,” is hissing a joke?
is it?

i began dying today, 
finally.



Animal Geography at Night

The road is paved with the shed skin of  a snake and it still slithers 
underneath my feet, hisses and shakes its rattles as the scales climb the 
hills and catch the moaning moonlight.
And that moon's a cow moo moo mooning over me moo moo I just 
want to tip it over so I can milk the moo moonlight and drink its soft 
white moo moo moolight.

Because this hill is the slow hard shell of  a turquoise tortoise wet with 
moss and I slide down into a valley a nest of  wings flutter flutter 
flutterwings flapping and silking my cheeks with the wind of  a 
thousand cawcaw crows pecking and beaking caw craw craters into our 
hovels the earth is craw craw crawling with craw-fish wet and their 
scales too shine in black rainbows the moo moo moon bent crooked 
from the caw caw caw of  the wind over the tortoise shell slowly rolling 
toward the towers.
Those towers built from insect songs clicking up toward the stars the 
spread out sky of  a peacock those skyscrape clickers skywasps and 
locusts crick click whisping whispers high above the sheep are clouds 
baa baa baaing along the horizon ready to baa down the rain baa baa the 
raindrops on such a baa baa balmy night of  moo moo moonlight 
whisked and caw caw cawed away a caw-way and the hills slowly roll 
toward the sea.

So I waft through the fat baa fog baa-as the insects click and howl with 
the songs of  wheezing fluttering towers I waft down the slithering 
rattling streets the hissing streets-ss—ss—ssing the songs of  our craters 
clawed by the ants and carved by the worms and the craw-fish scamper 
my walls crawl craw everything click snaps into place because this is 
home, deep below the sea is a sting ray raining over me while the moo 
moonrays sing like the tower of  crows crawling through the baa-ing sky, 
the thousand eyes of  the peacock glisten and when they blink the sheep 
evaporate, when the peacock's wings flap shut it's day now and the 
animals

go away aw caw.

alcoholic

Damp campers dusk their inner selves
for instance

a bottle a day keeps the doctor away
and if  this village on the bay

the tree horns waving at the 
  salty crash

I glug glug to transcendence
and the

beautiful sound of  your faces
   saying

the taste of  brine and
medicine

only sailors and men of  industry
relish the opportunity to gleam 

white faults along the
   danced corridors

under nightstands
where we hide our aluminum
cylinders of  sin

   because
during the more stressful

gatherings, twilight and all that,
the truth will only skip out from

the lips if  a little acid tingle
syringes into the underspace of  your gums.



tongues

Salt
apple

lake

ribbons

wound up the street
canon in hand

but not for without the lust
that come with tapping your twins

against the concrete
know what I mean?

 well
 when it comes to commerce it stops

and turn around
because commerce gobbles up the

need to sleep in a tree-lined bed
the need to eat while the windows and walls

      crackle
the need to be holy, safe, tied up
     like a dead lion on top of  the 
cratering cage

down the granite hall
   we can give gifts but they'll

be broken
     so why bother?

Blue Bloom

When I was a kid I wanted to learn to play my heart beat
(blue bloom blue bloom blue bloom)

because I thought I could be alive better
(blue bloom blue bloom blue bloom)

and the idea that it bat automatically
(blue bloom blue bloom blue bloom)

made me think I was sick, like sneezing.
(blue bloom blue bloom blue



White Wires

certain silence necessary for
try to compose yourself, friend.

(I want to song a sing about white wires, locked out and on top of  
a grocery store and I want that sing to fifth lightly to the air 
without much relevance to the shoppers grazing in the aisles)

if  herded together and understood
I can heal that part of  your brain that seeks comfort in patterns.

(She nestles stereotypes into her jeans and wanders whispers over 
past the tulip beds because well I'm not sure why our houses are 
just next to each other and so I see that she has a lot of  time on 
her hands, as the saying goes)

try harder, knots, to be
less like the universe and more like the rain.

(He doesn't really understand steps because either direction is a 
decision and if  he isn't careful he will split apart, those white veins 
that bind him together, sewn by mother, pull apart)

submarine

The starfish, cut into pieces,
multiplies and leaps out of  the 

water,
a symphony of  splashes,

and plop!
bonks me on my head.

Deep in the rude blue
the deformed diver hesitates

and remembers childhood underwater,
divorce,

a first smooch,
    every carnal station

plummeting,
  the pressure surrounding this metal
hull slams and clenches

until we buckle like fisted napkins
tossed like wishes into the glass expanse 

of  waving stars and binary
globes of  atomic decay,

fasting...
    I can't survive long under here on
coral and seaweed,
    the silver herring bulb and pounce,

in their mirror I am hairy,
for thirty years I've been sinking, discoverer.



freeway

Maybe we should pay
until the dead run dry

  until we can't squeeze up their skin
and bones until the earth is

hollow,
with a universe inside

for us to care about.
Keep the clocks busy for now underground

in a germ-free liar with
our hearts hanging from the buttresses, 

not the valentine kind cut from
red cloth,

  but gray guts pumping fruitlessly
and swaying forth and back

in that rain breeze that
flutters in through the cracks and

holes in this septic tank
this suitcase of  asthma and

allergies,
this place on the map where

I'm on my way
through the neon and concrete,

the sheen and drizzle,
the scampering and the signals,

the yells and the din
of  commerce, futures and wrens.



A p p e n d i c e s
to

x  a  g  y

▲

tunnels

If  I could I would beg
but they don't pay me enough.

  Tower, Enoch, live by the breath.

Your accent is funny.  Happy new year.
You can't get off  if  I'm gone.
  One of  the lonely. Keep going.

The city designers built it to be
easier, a complex root system of
transit tubes shuttling bugs and vital
energy, sunlight and water, to our
rhizome church, this horizontal log,
our fallen city it smells like

miserable poverty.

You can't go faster when the scraps,
the grounds have clogged all the

man-made boxes that beep whisper me,
friend...

is your life only a litany of  complaints?
Travel farther.

Sex inside.
     Choo choo.

All we do is fuck in tunnels all we do is fuck in 
tunnels all we do is fuck in tunnels all we do is



telephones

I don't trust you any more.
Satellites are corsets for the planet.

     Shrink it 'til it pops,wrap around
the equator and pull the strings.

Inside the magma hot waiting to get
out.

break

Barely counts, might as well
not breathe.

Because a sparrow couldn't sleep
   on the surface of  the sun
and the horse can't go home

without it's legs.
What animal is never hungry?
  How many emotions did they invent?
Who will collide with the orchard?

Can you owl and concentrate?

For in here four seconds for nothing.
   We don't matter for a few seconds.
      In here the peace outside is a hurricane

or maybe
both positions are the same.

About Babel Books and Publishing
Babel Books and Publishing is a bookstore and small press 
that seeks to integrate literature into the artistic community. We 
support self-publishing, experimentation and collaboration and 
seek to take literature beyond just “books” (though certainly that 
is important to us) but into the realm of  the visual arts, music 
and other forms of  creative expression.

As a bookstore, Babel Books focuses on world literature, small 
press and independently published works, avant-garde and 
experimental literature, classics, and art books (both books about 
art and books that are works of  art). As a small press we seek to 
promote original, provocative, strange and unsung talent.  

About Salvage

Salvage is a boutique of  beautiful oddities and an engine for artistic 
creation and collaboration. The store will focus on affordable crafts, 
clothing, jewelry, and other accessories. We support small businesses 
and handmade products, unique objects with a personal feel 
increasing rare these days.

We will work as a creative medium, promoting other artists and 
providing them with a venue and other forms of  
support. Salvage is rummage sale, craft store, art gallery and a 
cabinet for the hand-made curiosities created by dedicated crafts-
people all rolled into one.

About Babel/Salvage

Together we are Babel/Salvage.  Babel/Salvage is an arts promoter 
and events coordinator that will combine the mission statements above 
into an all-encompassing whole.  Interested in working with us?  Email 
any questions or proposals to wearebabelsalvage@gmail.com.
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Seattle, Washington 

with his dog, Annabelle. There, he acts as the Official 
Spokesperson for the Wordless Dictionary Society, founder 
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Babel/Salvage, an art/boutique/publishing outfit. He is the 
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happiness

Three clouds
bent

and orange
thought the skyline

could use some clutter, 
so split apart,

waved goodbye
and drowned us in thunder.



alien

in the game of  damned and saved
these suckers gotta be gods

so whisked off  to tundra spirits and spirals,
the disaster delay of  the launch pad.

I am afraid of  the foreigner who clogs
my arteries with fumes emitted from
mysterious mechanical devices lodged
in necks and gums because

it is not an ocelot
or an iguana, but 

something terrible, of  exotic ways,
immoral in its war, fighting with

sticks and nuclear laziness,

they don't know how to drive and good honest
pure bred white toothed Hollywood

jackals, hunting down from the 
foothills,

scavengers, 
I'm trapped between two oceans...

the crooked eye and the maid,
why aren't I your CEO, why

aren't I an astronaut, why
aren't I important?



biography

Two women encased in a wooden pool
wondered if  the squirrels leaping

from branch to gable high above their
green cinderblock home,

knew how lucky they were, the squeakers,
to be able to read the caterpillars' novels

he eats into the leaves
while they only have the sparkles

of  dust
that occasionally create the busts of

kings and queens
when the sunlight hits them

just right.



hummingbird

   Leaves tense to the torso
laughed at by butterflies,

the moth listens to the vibrating drone
        of  skyscrapers and auxiliary fire

  and undoes her blouse  

to let in
the sweet honey from hives

wrestling alone along drips of  amber,
the crevasses of  wood, carved by

termites and rain that
if  read closely

map out the discreet thought
process

of  the mandible
independent of  its monster,

so much more than grasp-release
grasp-release,

an aching infinite, a floating sound
in this torn garden
   that assures us singers and mutes

there is more to life than the 
clamp down,

   even if  that's all we're programmed 
for, even if  it's

a lie. i've run out of  words



scholars

Hicks are right to distrust academics.
They never stop talking about

statistics and the database
and all they eat is cured meats

and kale, never a racecar,
never a sudsy one, 

always going to Sienna for the summer
and wearing scarves

and reading bestsellers about
the fall of  civilization

and writing pop tracts 
on why economics matter to rednecks

and cute women
and drug dealers.

They bore into culture with their specialized
     eyes

and forget
how to fuck and tussle,

how to french the wind,
how to fart in public like a pro,

they're so gung-ho
about voting for cowboys

and reading the newspaper
and asking questions about god.

Lighten up.  Stop licking big wig dick.
Grow a pair.
 

skin

    Of  the various types
my favorite is the moist variety, the

uck bin of  carcass we call alive.
Inside our encasement of  spiders, an

encyclopedia of  uncertainty churns and boils,
a volcanic cyclone of  distance and

atomic crackling,
like the brushed fireworks or iridescent

turmoil that heaves heavy heaven inside of
our bowels.

    Tinted, scarred, this walking shell turtles
through the living room and basement,

our elephantine house of  gnats and locks,
corners that won't hold,

  servitude to the lava that seeps out
with a pin prick,

the dry zone, freckled and
  red, miniscule holes weep

out the physiology of  dreams,
and father can't explain, mother can't believe

why we bleed
and sweat

   and sorrow
   over such stupid sentences

that the mantle blabbers on about
every fucking day. 



crawl

   he came from a smell not unlike
arthritic hands

and joined the normals for a conversation
about
   the ghosts that shrink between, too

she to speak to people concerned with
commerce and intellectuals,

so only the beasts,
like him,

soiled knees and scabs on his 
      lips,

hears the jokes, and
they're good ones!

of  the ghosts, mocking
us bus passengers.

Why worry
   about ruins and speed?

Why worry
  about collecting the many small
animals built from saw dust and

recycled lion skin that
  fill up all of  our shelf  space and

replace
the tombs we read when

we were children. Crawl.

i can help you

Not even close, 
girl...

underline
don't forget 

maggot.
Please...

   a teardrop rests on the nightstand 
remember

    and sometimes it gives me advice
so try not to dry it,

      it gives me advice,
     I told you that twice.

Pay attention.

I am not nervous.  I can help.  I am
not nervous.  I can help.  I am not nervous
I can help you.

Stop trying to cope with loss
and let yourself  be

miserable.
That's freedom.

Give in to your tyrants.
Give in.

It smells better,
like a pond.



authority

finally lost his nerve
somewhere sewn downtown

between the marble statue of
hero dog ruff  ruff

and the bank building with the golden spires
(to represent dirty dirty

naughty
       dirty

   fingers)
--greed is sexy it turns
me on makes me hard
I want to stickitin between
the gluttonous horns of  green-eyed

Satan
'til I shoot my wad into the sky--

a woman found his nerve
scattered on the street
   and picked it up with her

archeological snappers
and said,

wasn't much to begin with,
might as well chuck it.

she put it in her purse and huffed along.

concentrate

on concrete
design

part III

(if  she could be home today)
if  his hand in front of  the camera

in front of  the television
our red spiral our blue dust

  serenade
the lines on the ground are canals

when it rains
and ride, the insects, through

that tunnel of  palms, knowing how
to read the canals and rivers

etched into your fate as we
spiral into static we think

this must be chaos
but really,

the design, in spades
in threes

in tunnels
in me

is solid, could hold up mountains
could crush your love
   without blinking.



leader

Openings I have none
If

she waited and bobbed for
enough pink apples, clenched her teeth

around the flesh until it popped
   or sighed aloft the

deep dark well, the one she visits
whenever she wants to smell

power
but...

she's confused glory with
mold.

So...
when, like the landlord

or the head miner,
  you race up & down the decayed tiles of
a rat-loved gable
  don't forget that little people

from books and lectures
  live in those huts your heavy knees
shape whenever you fall down.

The curves don't cause us to
   follow.

The crash does.

youthinkyouaresafe

Meek, docile, put-upon, subservient
no more.

We will slit your necks with your own
sharpened money-clips while you sleep

and we will
burn down this country

if  we have to,
to find you.

It's not ours, this land,
what the fuck should we care.

(Serenity)

I try to avoid easy solutions, sir
but well yes yes

I think you can see...
cross your legs close your eyes,

that meditating next door has kept me
up all night,

rude dumb Enlightenment
stinking through the rafters.

I am attached, and plan 
to continue this pastime,

lusting, coveting, desiring
because I like to build things

and I can't build things with your goddamn
serenity.



no

must go open the vault,
sis,

your hair is messy with seashells
and canyons

of  mosquitoes.

apparition

Dresden Falls, pop. 103
and lowering

because who wants children in this mine
field of  Paris,

who wants the cataloged genome
to give up, shrug its shoulders,

walk away?
    They do.
Have you felt that tickle in your ear 

that sends shivers under your
skin, that

electrifies the spine
and tinges your blood with rust?

That's them, candy-colored invisible,
sucked away

bringing the fiery citizens more pleasure
than they ever dreamed

    before all abortions.

thieves

If  you think you can
dictate the worth

    of  my shed skin and
 inconsequential tangents

    then I know that
certain laws set in place

          by wooden philosophers
    their teeth singing
the radio signals of

       prophesy
   knew well my worth
      and built it into
a system of  strings and

glass
   cutting my flesh.



pioneer

The first mars-eyed killer to walk
these streets

crossed his chest with his
fingers and said

this is God's country and no one
else

and we will fight the devils
until they die.

actor

    Bad actors get it right;
in the theater of  humdrum,

we are buffoons,
always forgetting our lines,

   missing our marks,
stumbling dumb through scenes

and sets,
over-reacting, hogging the spot-light,

over-emoting, badly improvising, stomping
all over each others' words, we

melodramatic, unrehearsed embarrassments to
the craft,

we amateurs, 
we pathetic charlatans without

a script or director.

pain

I thought of  something good earlier but
I didn't write it down and now I can't

remember it so it's

lost forever.

But
within these walls is not

poetry   --gag--
   just jokes

haha
hack.

Journalist.  Saw hush
the last lark
it's what my head feels

and what drives the nasal passages and
cut born cuticles of  thousands of  weeping
statues, they walk

they live
they slumber

because designed by God
I worship inanimate objects and

treat humanity like dirt
dirt

I pray to as the Lord.



pistol

Kill me, man.
Bang bang your dead.

From the architect's breast to your mangled
claw,

    a fevered scribble after that long
thundered thaw,

her icicle kiss fogged over his
eyes, the cathedrals draped in satin
    strands and silk scraps, thread,

bored, by spiders spooling 
down into the tree husk's jaw,
    carry away the gargoyles and angels,
aloft like whispers under the queen's 

ear,
dance away,

   away
fall.

Take your good hygiene, Jennifer,
prance your noble cunt over to

the gallows,
killer,

'cause dirt devil be happenin
like swarms of  starlings

imitating the push and gorge
of  a black hole,
shoot em dead sinister. 

mountain climber

stupid house, toxic house
shoelaces, the canvas

tight and livid with curls
the shattered hipbone of  the physicist

backpacker, push and shove
push and shove

   his way onto the bus with friends,
buddy, blamo!
    I don't care about the books you

read or the pencils you've broken trying
hard
      to understand the curved descent of

an acorn like an asteroid,
witnessed after the snow

slip that took away your scalp
and pelvis,
all because

idiot....
we microwave our principles with lovely

vulva longing, 
     my dick's tired,

asbestos,
     the arsenic in the ether has gotten
to your head and now

what a gorgeous tableau,
I wish I could paint. 



stop

glass mustache,
fashion from year 2,

pass the whisker kid and
sandwich shop

to home sweet
ugly friend

it's warm inside,
with a hopeful embrace waiting.

One more stop and we'll live in
the future.

    Stand up.

hunger

The stomach, anatomy teaches, is
a winsome mechanismand

doesn't succumb to the tremors of  tires
and the escalators of  sweat

sweet steaming up the windows
because

you'll arrive soon (he tells himself)
in lines to ask for forgiveness

(once he squashed a bug with his
thumb).

Arrive...
at the banquet of  dreams
where oranges sing and the
flies dine upon our set skulls

deep inside intoxicated chambers
the music of  plenty, of  meat
of  crackled insects and nutritious 

rich weeds
only the queens and kings

once ate.
Anatomy, your stomach will tear you

apart, the muscle
of  digest

in symphony with patience.
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